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A special focused magnet, designed for the use in the magnetic targeted drug delivery system, was
constructed. The theoretical calculation of the adhesion condition for a magnetic �uid drop in magnetic
ˇeld with obtained design showed that the constructed focused magnet generates a sufˇcient magnetic
force for the capture of a magnetic drop on the vessel wall and can be used 1.5Ä2 cm deeper in an
organism compared with the prism permanent magnet, which can enable non-invasivity of the magnetic
drug targeting procedure. The maximal values for magnetic ˇeld and gradient of magnetic ˇeld are
0.38 T and 101 T/m, respectively.
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The difference between success and failure of chemotherapy depends not only on the
drug itself but also on how it is delivered to its target. One of the major problems in
pharmacotherapy is the delivery of drugs to a speciˇc location and maintenance of its location
for the desired length of time. Because of the relatively nonspeciˇc action of chemotherapeutic
agents, there is almost always some toxicity to normal tissues. Therefore, it is of great
importance to be able to selectively target the magnetically labelled drug to the tumor target
as precisely as possible, to reduce resulting systemic toxic side effects from generalized
systemic distribution and to be able to use a much smaller dose, which would further lead
to a reduction of toxicity. The method of magnetic drug targeting is dependent on physical
properties, concentration and amount of applied nanoparticles, on type of binding of the
drugs, on the physiological parameters of the patient and of course on magnetic force, which
is deˇned by its ˇeld and ˇeld gradient [1]. Guided transport of biologically active substances
to the target organ allows creating an optimum therapeutic concentration of the drug in the
desired part of organism, while keeping the total injected dose low [2Ä4]. Current research
on methods to target chemotherapy drugs in the human body includes the investigation
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of biocompatible magnetic nano-carrier systems, e.g., magnetic liquids such as ferro�uids.
The use of biocompatible magnetic �uid as potential drug carrier appears to be a promising
technique. Due to their superparamagnetic properties, the magnetic �uid drops can be precisely
transported, positioned and controlled in desirable parts of blood vessels or hollow organs
with the help of an external magnetic ˇeld. The motion of magnetic drop within the body is
controlled by the combination of magnetic force and a hemodynamic drag force due to blood
�ow. The models which investigate the interaction of an external magnetic ˇeld with blood
�ow containing a magnetic carrier substance are based on the Maxwell and NavierÄStokes
equations, where a static magnetic ˇeld is coupled to �uid �ow. This is achieved by adding
a magnetic volume force to the NavierÄStokes equations, which stems from the solution of
magnetic ˇeld problem [5]. In order to effectively overcome the in�uence of blood �ow the
magnetic force must be larger than the drag force. The conditions for holding a magnetic
�uid drop on a blood vessel wall were investigated by Voltairas et al. [6]. In this work the
nonuniformity of considered magnetic ˇeld is higher only close to the magnetic pole, what
was regarded as a major technical problem that has to be resolved in order for the drug
targeting to remain essentially non-invasive. The aim of our work was to construct a focused
magnet, which enables one to achieve maximal magnetic force in deeper position, to map its
magnetic ˇeld and to ˇnd the adhesion condition for a magnetic �uid drop in magnetic ˇeld
with obtained design.

Voltairas et al. [6] presented a self-consistent ferrohydrodynamic theory of magnetic drug
targeting and examined a model case to account for adhesion. They obtained an upper bound
of the mean blood �ow velocity as a function of the applied magnetic ˇeld, which was
considered to be produced by a point source located outside the body at x = −δ, y = 0,
z = ζ (δ, ζ > 0, nonuniformity higher only close to magnetic pole) and had the form

H =
m(r + δêx − ζêz)

(r2 + δ2 + ζ2 + 2δx − 2ζz)3/2
, (1)

where m is the magnetic dipole moment. The magnetic point source was oriented at an angle

ω = arcsin
(

ζ

δ

)
(2)

with respect to the x axis. Thus, instead of one adhesion condition, Voltairas et al. [6]
obtained two equations (3) and (4), and the dependence of blood �ow velocity on the applied
magnetic ˇeld was parameterized as

Bm = Bm (Rδ, χ, ω) (3)

and
Vm = Vm (Rδ, χ, ω, γ0) . (4)

The obtained law Vm = Vm (Bm) gives an upper bound of the mean blood �ow velocity,
at which the applied magnetic ˇeld is able to capture a magnetic drug drop on the blood
vessel wall. The used magnetic ˇeld geometry does not give sufˇcient magnetic ˇeld and
magnetic ˇeld gradient to apply this magnet in deeper position in organism, therefore we used
concept of focusing of magnetic ˇeld to achieve better results for magnetic drug targeting.
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Fig. 1. The cross section of the focused magnet

Fig. 2. The x components of magnetic ˇeld as a function of x, z for y = 0.0

The proposed magnetic system is given in Fig. 1. To construct the map of magnetic ˇeld is
not very easy task and for this we used GRID computing.

Consecutively we have tested the constructed magnet from the point of magnetic ˇeld
induction and magnetic ˇeld gradient, respectively. The magnetic ˇeld of the manufactured
focused magnet was measured by 3D Hall probe. The maximal value of the magnetic ˇeld
near the magnet surface (0.35 mm) was estimated to be 0.38 T. For example, the magnetic
ˇeld gradient at z = 0 was estimated to be 101 T/m. The measured magnetic ˇeld by Hall
probe was used for the construction of a map of the magnetic ˇeld of the focused magnet.
The examples of all componets of magnetic ˇeld, i.e., Bx(x, y, z), By(x, y, z), Bz(x, y, z),
are illustrated in Figs. 2Ä4 (for y = 0.0). As an example, the function used for ˇtting of
magnetic ˇeld Bx(x, y, z) is given in Appendix.

In effort to test the ability of the magnet to generate a strong magnetic ˇeld in deeper
position, the found proˇle of its magnetic ˇeld was used in the numerical calculation following
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Fig. 3. The y components of magnetic ˇeld as a function of x, z for y = 0.0

Fig. 4. The z components of magnetic ˇeld as a function of x, z for y = 0.0

the Voltairas et al. model. The aim was to ˇnd the parameters for which the dependence Bm

vs. Vm ˇts the curves obtained in [6]. The resuls are given in the table.
In summary, a focused magnet consisting of 36 prisms with pyramidal shape was man-

ufactured, generating higher magnetic ˇeld and higher magnetic ˇeld gradient as compared
with classical prism. The magnetic ˇeld of the focused magnet was mapped and its proˇle was
used in numerical calculations, which yielded the upper bound of the mean blood �ow veloc-
ity, at which the applied magnetic ˇeld is able to capture a magnetic drug drop on the blood
vessel wall. The obtained results veriˇed the ability of the magnet to generate a sufˇcient
magnetic force in deeper position (2.5Ä3 cm), which could contribute to the non-invasivity of
the magnetic drug targeting procedure.

Parameters Femoral artery RIδ ≈ 0 Carotid artery R/δ ≈ 0.2

B0, T 0.195 0.234
u0, ms (computed) 0.462 0.841
uexp, ms (experiment) 0.05Ä0.35 0.1Ä0.6
Fm, kN/m3 5.992 105.025
dB/dx, T/m 7.747 107.824
M , mT 0.975 1.170
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APPENDIX

c0 + c1x+ c2y + c3z + c4x
2 + c5y

2 + c6z
2 + c7xy + c8yz + c9zx+ c10x

3 + c11y
3 + c12z

3 +
c13x

2y + c14xy2 + c15y
2z + c16xz2 + c17z

2x + c18zx2 + c19xyz + c20x
4 + c21y

4 + c22z
4 +

c23x
3y+c24x

3z+c25y
3z+c26y

3z+c27z
3y+c28z

3x+c29x
2y2+c30y

2z2+c31z
2x2+c32x

2yz+
c33y

2xz + c34z
2xy + c35x

5 + c36y
5 + c37z

5 + c38x
4y + c39x

4z + c40y
4z + c41y

4x+ c42z
4y +

c43z
4x+ c44x

3y2 + c45x
2y3 + c46y

3z2 + c47y
2z3 + c48z

3x2 + c49z
2x3 + c50x

3yz + c51y
3xz +

c52z
3xy + c53x

2y2z + c54x
2yz2 + c55y

2z2x + c56x
6 + c57y

6 + c58z
6 + c59x

5y + c60x
5z +

c61y
5z + c62y

5x + c63z
5y + c64z

5x + c65x
4y2 + c66x

2y4 + c67y
4z2 + c68y

2z4 + c69z
4x2 +

c70z
2x4+c71x

3y3+c72x
3z3+c73y

3z3+c74x
4yz+c75y

4xz+c76z
4xy+c77x

3y2z+c78x
3yz2+

c79y
3z2x+ c80y

3zx2 + c81z
3x2y + c82z

3xy2 + c83x
2y2z2 + c84x

7 + c85y
7 + c86z

7 + c87x
6y +

c88x
6z + c89x

4y3 + c90x
4z3 + c91x

3y4 + c92x
3z4 + c93x

2y5 + c94x
2z5 + c95xy6 + c96xz6 +

c97x
5y2+c98x

5z2+c99y
6z+c100y

5z2+c101y
4z3+c102y

3z4+c103y
2z5+c104yz6+c105x

5yz+
c106x

4y2z + c107x
4yz2 + c108x

3y3z + c109x
3yz3 + c110x

3y2z2 + c111x
2y4z + c112x

2yz4 +
c113x

2y3z2 + c114x
2y2z3 + c115xy5z + c116xy4z2 + c117xy3z3 + c118xy2z4 + c119xyz5 +

c120x
8 + c121y

8 + c122z
8 + c123x

7y + c124x
7z + c125x

6y2 + c126x
6z2 + c127x

5y3 + c128x
5z3 +

c129x
4y4 + c130x

4z4 + c131x
3y5 + c132x

3z5 + c133x
2y6 + c134x

2z6 + c135y
7z + c136y

6z2 +
c137y

5z3+c138y
4z4+c139y

3z5+c140y
2z6+c141yz7+c142xy7c143xz7+c144x

6yz+c145x
5y2z+

c146x
5yz2 + c147x

4y3z + c148x
4y2z2 + c149x

4yz3 + c150x
3y4z + c151x

3y3z2 + c152x
3y2z3 +

c153x
3yz4 + c154x

2y5z + c155x
2y4z2 + c156x

2y3z3 + c157x
2y2z4 + c158x

2yz5 + c159xy6z +
c160xy5z2 + c161xy4z3 + c162xy3z4 + c163xy2z5 + c164xyz6 + c165x

9 + c166y
5 + c167z

5 +
c168x

8y + c169x
8z + c170x

7y2 + c171x
7z2 + c172x

6y3 + c173x
6z3 + c174x

5y4 + c175x
5z5 +

c176x
4y5 + c177x

4z5 + c178x
3y6 + c179x

3z6 + c180x
2y7 + c181x

2z7 + c182xy8 + c183xz8 +
c184y

8z + c185y
7z2 + c186y

6z3 + c187y
5z4 + c188y

4z5 + c189y
3z6 + c190y

2z7 + c191yz8 +
c192x

6y2z + c193x
6yz2 + c194x

5y3z + c195x
5y2z2 + c196x

5yz3 + c197x
4y4z + c198x

7yz +
c199x

4y3z2+c200x
4y2z3+c201x

4y1z4+c202x
3y5z+c203x

3y4z2+c204x
3y3z3+c205x

3y2z4+
c206x

3yz5 + c207x
2y6z + c208x

2y5z2 + c209x
2y4z3 + c210x

2y3z4 + c211x
2y2z5 + c212x

2yz6 +
c213xy7z + c214xy6z2 + c215xy5z3 + c216xy4z4 + c217xy3z5 + c218xy2z6 + c219xyz7
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